
Candidate Statement for “Student Representative at Large” 
Position: 

Dear Members of the Student Union Society,  

I am Jaskirat Singh Parmar, an international student from Chandigarh, India, currently pursuing an Associate of 
Arts Degree at UFV. It is with great honour that I seek to be re-elected as a Student Representative at Large, 
aiming to be a strong advocate for the diverse needs of the student body on the SUS Board of Directors. 

Objective for Running:  

The primary reason I am running for this esteemed position is to amplify the voices of our diverse student body. 
I aim to create a platform where every student feels represented and empowered. Our university is a rich 
mixture of cultures, opinions, and ideas, and it is crucial that this diversity is not only recognized but also 
celebrated.  

Personal Qualities:  

One of the core attributes that I bring to this role is my accepting nature. I have always been open to 
understanding different perspectives and am highly adaptable to new ideas and changes. I firmly believe that 
acceptance is the foundation of unity, and unity is essential for the strength and health of any community.  

Commitments:  

If re-elected, my focus will be on:  

• Advocating for the board to prioritize mental health, ensuring that the student body is informed about the 

resources available to them for support and well-being. 

• Collaborating closely with faculty and administration to address student concerns in an 	

effective manner. 	

• Ensuring all student concerns, including those related to campus life and policies, are heard and 

addressed, reinforcing UFV's commitment to an inclusive and responsive educational environment. 

I am committed to serving the student body and acting as a link between students, faculty, and administration. I 
am excited about the possibility of contributing to our community in a meaningful way. 	

Thank you for considering my candidacy. I look forward to the opportunity to serve you all again. 	

Sincerely, 
Jaskirat Singh Parmar 
Student ID: 300206949  


